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ABSTRACT 
 
Twitter provides a valuable resource for opinion mining, 
which many applications can take place in investigating 
peoples’ interests and concerns. In this paper, we are 
interested to investigate users’ main concerns regarding the 
national Saudi vision of 2030. As the vision has many tracks 
of planning, we investigated the education and health sectors. 
The aim of this study is to show people’s focus and interest in 
implementing this vision. For this, some unsupervised 
Machine Learning techniques are implemented. Three 
clustering algorithms are experimented (K-means, Latent 
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and Non-negative Matrix 
Factorization (NMF)).  LDA and NMF give promising results, 
as both clustered the data into two significant discriminative 
clusters with a silhouette coefficient equals to 0.639 and 0.538 
respectively. While K-means provides overlapped clusters 
with a silhouette coefficient equals to 0.181. Therefore, our 
models are able to cluster Arabic tweets in the context of the 
Saudi national vision. Additionally, they showed that the 
national vision 2030 is implemented in education more than in 
healthcare. 
 
Key words : Clustering, Text Mining, TF-IDF, K-means, Latent 
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and Non-negative Matrix Factorization 
(NMF) 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Twitter is being a platform for people to express their feelings, 
goals, decision, and attitudes. All internet users sum up to 24 
million people and 18.3 million of them are Twitter users. 
Also, 40% of Arab tweets are written by Saudi Arabia people 
[1]. As Twitter is the most used social media platform, 
researchers find it a valuable research area to focus on [2]. 
Therefore, tweets are extracted from Twitter to be used for 
research purposes. Users’ objectives can be grouped into 
several groups such as healthcare, education, transportation, 
etc, while, attitudes can be positive or negative.  
 

 

Since the announcement of the Saudi Arabian National vision 
of 2030, there have been many opinions, discussions, 
arguments, judgments, and different talks about it. The 
national vision consisted of multiple tracks of improvements, 
such as the track of education, health, research, Pilgrimage, 
and transportation. Each institution has taken the 
responsibility to work on a special track. Many users express 
their work plans and achievements that go along with the 
vision in different fields.  
The aim of this research is to analyze Saudi Arabia’s users’ 
attitudes, objectives, and aims toward the Saudi national 
vision 2030, through clustering the collected tweets of 
sentiments in the Arabic language. We only focused on the 
area of healthcare and education since they are the biggest 
sectors in Saudi Arabia and the most important topics 
according to the Saudi vision plans. Up to our knowledge, this 
study is the first of its kind. Moreover, many researchers used 
tweets for classification problems; however, for clustering, it 
is being brand-new aim [2]. Clustering algorithms are 
unsupervised Machine Learning techniques that consist of 
categorizing unlabeled data based on a specific similarity [3]. 
In this study, three clustering algorithms are investigated, 
K-means, LDA, NMF. K-means is widely used for clustering 
textual data, either Arabic or English. While LDA and NMF 
are used for clustering English textual data [4]. Many 
challenges make this study interesting. For instance, the 
tweets themselves have many misspelling, shortcuts, missing 
parts, and the variation of Arabic dialects [5]. These problems 
can make the standard algorithms of clustering and 
classification challenging. Also, the limited resources of 
Arabic corpus made it a challenge to create a model and 
cluster the data semantically [6]. This study is developed 
based on the following research questions:  
1. Could the Arabic tweets be clustered into two significant 

clusters of education and health? 
2. Could the biggest cluster be figured out to conclude the 

most important topic users are concerned about for the 
vision 2030? 

3. Could the two clusters be sub-clustered into subtopics to 
investigate detailed topics? 

In this study, the Twitter official API is utilized to extract 
tweets from Twitter automatically [4, 5]. This article is 
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organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related works. 
Section 3 addresses the methodology in details including the 
data collection, the preprocessing, the three clustering 
algorithms and the evaluation measures. Section 4 introduces 
a discussion about the obtained results. Section 5 concludes 
the study.  
 
 
2.  RELATED WORK 
 

In the following, the existing works related to clustering 
tweets, either Arabic or English, are presented. Note that, 
clustering tweets is not mostly investigated in the Arabic 
language. 

In [4], the authors showed that hashtags are good indicators of 
the tweet topic. They chose six predefined topics based on 
what was trending. Their total resulted data extraction was 
1,107,007 tweets in the period of March 2011. The trending 
topics were ‘News’, ‘Sports’, ‘Science and technology’, 
‘Entertainment’, ‘Money’, ‘Just for fun’. For preprocessing, 
they created vocabularies, where each vocabulary contained 
specific features. Their vocabularies contain words in 
lowercase, whitespace tokenized, words which appeared less 
than 5 times are removed, and non-alphanumeric characters 
are removed (unless they are @ _ - #). They clustered their 
data using K-means and LDA. K-means gave better purity and 
F-score measures by comparing the results with manually 
labeled data. 

In [7], the authors were able to harvest 15,000 and 250,000 
tweets of London and Brussels users respectively. They 
harvested only the tweets containing 5 keywords using 
python. Their resulted dataset is clustered into five clusters 
related to five keywords which are, ’Job’,  ’Time’,  ’Happy’, 
‘Christmas’  and  ’Hire’. Therefore, they were able to identify 
the topics of interest in different regions. Their system was 
able to identify the main hottest topics from the tweets data.  

In [3], the authors used Twitter data as a mean to improve 
education and its services provided by King Abdul Aziz 
University in Jeddah. They collected 1121 Arabic tweets 
related to the university and shared by students in 50 days. 
The authors used C# to develop their application and grab the 
Twitter data. They had three clusters to explain the data. They 
used TF-IDF to weight each word in tweets and then made the 
tweets ready to be clustered with k-means. They compared 
their resulted clusters with manually labeled data to calculate 
their clustering purity and then validate their study. They got 
three clusters to represent the concerns of their students, a 
cluster of exams and payments, another for their blackboard, 
and the third was about summer semesters.  

However, the authors in [5] were interested to discover the 
dominant topics in Moroccan users’ communication. The 
authors extracted and filtered Arabic tweets based on the 
geolocation information of Morocco. They collected the data 
using python and tweepy library to utilize the Twitter API for 
data streaming. They faced a challenge that Moroccan users 
write in different languages and dialects. They used TF-IDF 

(term frequency-inverse document frequency) to measure the 
weight of each word and hence clustering the results. They 
used K-means for clustering with k=3. They figured out three 
clusters to represent main hot topics and mapped them on 
Morroco map to get an idea about where each topic is mostly 
communicated. Their first cluster contains words of Africa, 
group, Gabon. While their second cluster contains words of 
government and negotiation. Their third cluster contains 
words of politics and immigrants.   

According to the previously presented works, several things 
are taken into consideration. First, data extraction is the first 
main step which was performed using different programming 
languages. In this study, Python and the tweepy library are 
used. Second, the research in Arabic tweets is still in its 
beginning; therefore, there is an area to contribute and 
improve the Arabic text clustering. However, it might be 
challenging to handle Arabic text, since there is a lack in 
Arabic corpus [6]. Third, researchers successfully cluster text 
using TF-IDF functions, then the k-means algorithm, which 
proved to be successful even in Arabic text. Consequently, in 
this paper, TF-IDF is used to represent the textual Arabic 
tweets. In addition, three clustering algorithms are employed 
including K- means which is extremely used, Latent Dirichlet 
Allocation (LDA) and Non-negative Matrix Factorization 
(NMF) which are not utilized in this context. 
 
3. METHODOLOGY 
 
In this study, three research questions are presented but only 
the first two questions are investigated due to the limited time.  

A. Clustering Arabic Tweets  
Our first research question investigates the ability to cluster 
Arabic tweets into two discriminative clusters, the following 
stages helped us in achieving its answer. 

Data Collection 
Our main data source is the Twitter web server. Collecting 
data from Twitter has several phases. The first phase is to 
create a Twitter API, then to set the filtering criteria.  
To be authorized to stream data from Twitter, we created an 
account in https://apps.twitter.com. Each created account is 
provided with four secret information to set up the Twitter 
API [5] including an access token, access token secret, 
consumer key, consumer secret. The tweepy library is used as 
recommended by several researchers [5]. 

auth = tweepy.OAuthHandler(consumer_key, 
consumer_secret) 
auth.set_access_token(access_token,access_token_secret) 
api=tweepy.API(auth,wait_on_rate_limit=True) 

 
The streaming needs to be filtered in order to search for tweets 
of our interest and to reduce the size of tweets dataset. Since 
we are interested in education and healthcare within the era of 
the 2030 national vision, the API filter is “2030 and Vision 
and Education” or “2030 and Vision and Health” in Arabic. 
For example, one query would be, q = u ‘2030 AND رؤیة AND 
  .’تعلیم
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The Twitter API is able to get the tweets existing for one 
week. Therefore, to get more data, the script was run for three 
times, once on November 30th, December 7th, and December 
21st to get a total of 330 tweets.  
After extraction, the tweets are written and saved in a text file 
in order to process them easily. 

Preprocessing 
Before we process the tweets, we must eliminate the noise 
contained in the tweets for better results [7]. The purpose of 
preprocessing is to take the data (tweets) through multiple 
phases. In each phase, we deal with a specific technique until 
reaching the final phase which will be ready for analysis [6]. 
Performing preprocessing techniques is necessary to only 
keep relevant information in the tweet. Some of the 
preprocessing techniques that we applied are:  

 Remove all non-Arabic tweets: remove any tweet 
that is not written in the Arabic language. 

 Tweet Cleaning: remove irrelevant information like 
retweets, hyperlinks, usernames, punctuations, 
emails, and special characters (emojis, and smileys) 
[8]. 

 Stop words Removal: stop words are irrelevant 
words that do not hold relevant meaning and do not 
contribute to the process. Examples of stop words in 
English are “the, and, you…” and in Arabic “ ،الذي
 “…في  إن،

 Stemming: delete the suffix of a word until we find 
the root of the word [5]. For example, in English 
(stemming => stem). In Arabic, the root of words 
always consists of three letters only. ( تعلیم => علم ) 
The library used is ISRI Arabic Stemmer, which is a 
rooting algorithm for Arabic text [9]. 

 
Table 1 shows an example of preprocessing a tweet using the 
techniques explained above.  
 

Table1: An example of preprocessing a tweet 
 

Original 
Tweet 

ودعما للتحول الرقمي، والمساھمة في  2030تماشیا مع رؤیة المملكة 
بناء جیل من الكفاءات الوطنیة في مجال الحاسب، مشاركة نسبة عالیة 

تقریبا من طالبات المدرسة في ساعة برمجة 
    @Umlij1450 @nawalsanyour @oihm1 

@tabuk_edu  

Tweet 
Cleaning 

عما للتحول الرقمي والمساھمة في بناء جیل تماشیا مع رؤیة المملكة ود
من الكفاءات الوطنیة في مجال الحاسب مشاركة نسبة عالیة تقریبا من 

 طالبات المدرسة في ساعة برمجة

Stopwords 
Removal 

تماشیا رؤیة المملكة ودعما للتحول الرقمي والمساھمة بناء جیل 
تقریبا طالبات  الكفاءات الوطنیة مجال الحاسب مشاركة نسبة عالیة

 المدرسة ساعة برمجة

Stemming  مشي رؤة ملك دعم تحل رقم سھم بنء جیل كفء وطن مجل حسب
 شرك نسب علي قرب طلب درس سعة رمج

Feature Selection and TF-IDF 

Before starting clustering, textual data must be converted into 
numerical values. To do this transformation, the TF-IDF is 

calculated for each tweet to get the weight of the important 
words in each tweet and in the whole set of tweets. TF-IDF 
weight has two values. TF is the frequency of a word in a 
document, and IDF is the inverse of the word frequency in the 
whole document corpus [10]. This means two main things. 
First, the more the word occurs in a document the more 
representative it is. Second, the more text the word occurs in 
the less, it is a discriminative feature. In other words, it is not 
important [10].  

Python library, scikit-learn, is used to implement TF-IDF 
calculations and vectorization of the text [5].  

K-Means Clustering Algorithm  

According to [11], the k-means algorithm requires 
predefining the number of clusters, K. Therefore, we choose 
our clustering groups number to be k=2 since our interest is to 
discover two clusters including education and health. In each 
iteration, the algorithm chooses the most representative node 
(tweet) to make it the center of the cluster. Python scikit-learn 
library is used for the k-means, see the script below.  

from sklearn.cluster import KMeans 
from sklearn.feature_extraction.text import 
TfidfVectorizer 
vect = TfidfVectorizer(smooth_idf=False, 
sublinear_tf=False, norm=None, analyzer='word') 
text_fitted = vect.fit(tweets) 
Xfitted = vect.fit_transform(tweets) 
n_k = 2 
model = KMeans(n_clusters=n_k, init='k-means++', 
max_iter=100, n_init=1) 
model.fit(Xfitted) 
clusters = model.labels_.tolist() 
print model.labels_ 

 
For each cluster, we print the most important words in the 
cluster, which represent the cluster centroid and its 
nearest neighbors as shown in the script above. 

LDA and NMF Clustering 
LDA is an abbreviation of the Latent Dirichlet Allocation, 
which is a probabilistic graphical modeling algorithm. While 
NMF is an abbreviation of Non-negative Matrix Factorization 
that relies on linear algebra. Both algorithms are dedicated to 
being used for textual analysis; however, they were not tested 
or investigated for Arabic text.  
Both algorithms take a bag of words as an input. Scikit-learn 
Python library is used to run LDA and NMF clustering 
algorithms. NMF processes the vectorized TF-IDF data, while 
LDA deals with raw counts, therefore CountVectorizer is 
used. Countvectorizer gives us the row count through 
calculating the term frequency only which LDA depends on 
intrinsically. The script used for both algorithms is below. 

from sklearn.decomposition import NMF, 
LatentDirichletAllocation 
from sklearn.feature_extraction.text import 
TfidfVectorizer, CountVectorizer 
no_topics=2 
# Start Clustering  
lda=LatentDirichletAllocation(n_topics=no_topics,max_i
ter=15,learning_method='online',learning_offset=50.,ran
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dom_state=0).fit(tf) 
nmf=NMF(n_components=no_topics, 
random_state=1,alpha=.1,l1_ratio=.5,init='nndsvd').fit(tf
idf) 

Performance Evaluation 
Since the ground truth labels (labeled data) are not used in our 
case, the evaluation is performed using the model itself. 
Therefore, the Silhouette Coefficient is selected where a 
higher Silhouette Coefficient score explains a better clustering 
discriminatory [12]. The silhouette coefficient depends on 
two measures, the mean of the intra-cluster distance and the 
mean of the nearest cluster distance for each node sample 
[12,13]. In other words, it calculates how much a node related 
to its assigned cluster and how much it relates to the nearest 
clusters. Eventually, it outputs the mean silhouette coefficient 
of all samples. This measure is imported from Python 
scikit-learn library. Sample code for calculating the silhouette 
coefficient for the k-means clustering is as follows.  
 from sklearn import metrics 
 clusters = model.labels_.tolist() 

metrics.silhouette_score(Xfitted, clusters, 
metric='euclidean') 

B. Larger Cluster  
Our second research question tries to investigate the largest 
cluster among both clusters of education and health. 
Therefore, we needed to count tweets dedicated to each 
cluster according to the used algorithms. Each algorithm 
outputs a list of the assigned clusters (e.g. 0 or 1), therefore, 
these counts were calculated and graphed to visualize the 
larger cluster as shown in Table 2 (Percentage of each 
cluster).  
 
4.  DISCUSSION 
 
Note that, the number of iterations and runs for each 
clustering algorithm are 120 and 10 respectively. These values 
are set after performing several experiments and noticing that 
the obtained results cannot be improved. Table 2 summarizes 
the comparison between the outputs of the three clustering 
algorithms. We outputted the first six most important words in 
each cluster. Qualitatively, the topmost words represent the 
topic of a cluster [7]. Therefore, LDA and NMF are better in 
outputting discriminative clusters from the first run. While the 
k-means does not stabilize in any number of iterations and any 
number of runs. For the first cluster, (علم) the root of 
“education” is at the top in LDA and NMF. In the second 
cluster, the highest TF-IDF term is صحة( ), “health”. This 
outcome supported our aim in clustering the data into two 
main clusters of health and education. This also supports the 
accuracy of the clustering models, since the data is split into 
two significant clusters. This answers our first research 
question. The highest score of silhouette coefficient is 
awarded to LDA algorithm.  
According to the graphs in Table 2, we represented the 
number of tweets in each cluster to figure out the majority 
cluster. We counted the tweets in each cluster for the best run 
only (See Table 2). The majority cluster is the “Education”. 
This answers our second research question about the largest 

cluster. Therefore, this concludes that the national vision of 
2030 is implemented in education more than in health.  
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 
Due to its huge data variety, Twitter is an excellent 
option for data analytics and studies. In this article, we 
showed the interest of the Saudi national vision 2030 
specifically in education and healthcare fields provided 
by tweets using the Arabic language. To extract tweets, 
Twitter API is acquired and the tweets are filtered to 
reduce dataset size. Then, the tweets are preprocessed by 
removing non-Arabic words, simple tweet cleaning, 
removing stop words, and stemming. We proposed a 
way to cluster Twitter tweets by k-means (with k=2), 
LDA and NMF clustering algorithms. We calculated the 
weights of each tweet using TF-IDF in order to 
transform the textual tweets into numerical data for 
clustering purpose. We found two clusters which are 
healthcare and education. The result of the experiments 
guided us to conclude that LDA and NMF algorithms 
are effective approaches to analyze Twitter Arabic data. 
Therefore we are able to answer our first question of the 
ability to clustering the data into two clusters. Also, we 
answered our second research question that the national 
vision 2030 is implemented in education more than in 
healthcare Our study initially aimed to discover all the 
topics related to the national vision 2030. However, the 
challenges we faced hindered us to extract and process all 
this huge amount of Twitter data. Instead, we focused on the 
field of education and healthcare. 
Our third research question was not answered due to the 
limited time. This will be our future work to cluster each topic 
into subtopics to well explore each cluster in details.  
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